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Sheet metal development handbook pdf

Sheet metal materials are the most commonly used materials in the structural design of communication products. Understanding the overall performance of materials and the correct choice of materials have a significant impact on product costs, product performance, product quality and processing. Optional principle of sheet metal materials 1) Use ordinary metal materials to reduce material specifications
and control as much as possible in the company material manual; 2) Minimise the diversity of the thickness materials and specifications of the sheet thickness in the same product; 3) In the context of providing the function of parts, try to use cheap materials, reduce the consumption of materials and reduce the cost of materials; 4) For the wardrobe and some large plug-ins, a full consideration should be
given to reducing the weight of the whole machine; 5) In addition to the assumption of ensuring the function of the parts, it should also be borne in mind that the burning of the material must meet the processing requirements in order to ensure the rationality and quality of the processing of the products. Introduction of several commonly used plates Steel plate 1) Cold rolled steel leaf Cold rolled steel sheet
is an abbreviation of carbon structural steel cold rolled sheet. In addition, the cold cylinder of carbon structural steel hot rolled steel tape into a steel sheet with a thickness of less than 4 mm shall be made. As it is rolled at normal temperature, an iron oxide balance is not produced. Therefore, the surface quality of the cold plate is good, dimensional accuracy is high. In addition, the softening process has
better mechanical and process performance than hot-rolled steel leaves. Commonly used estimates are low-carbon steel 08F and 10# steel, which have good reflective and bending properties. 2) Continuous electroplatatic zinc-rolled sheet Continuous electroplatatic zinc cold-rolled steel sheet, i.the electrolytic sheet. It refers to the process of statically depositing zinc from a watery zinc salt solution into a
pre-prepared steel strip to obtain a surface galvanized layer under the operation of the electric field on the electroogalvanizing line. Due to the limitations of the process, the coating is thin. 3) Continuous hot dip galvanized steel sheet Continuous hot dip galvanized steel sheet called galvanized tin or tin. Cold rolled continuous hot-dip galvanized steel sheet and steel strip with a thickness of 0,25 to 2,5 mm
are first subtermized to the flame-incinerated furnaces to burn the surface remaining oil. At the same time, an iron oxide film is formed on the surface. Then heat to 710 ~920 °C in a reduction of the fluctuating furnace containing H2 and N2 mixed gases to reduce the iron oxide film to the iron sponge. After activating the surface and the purified strip to a temperature slightly higher than molten zinc, it enters
the zinc pot at a temperature of 450-460 °C. Surface thickness zinc layer is controlled by an air knife. Finally, take passive treatment with chromato solution to improve white rust resistance. Compared to the surface of the electro-galvanized sheet, the coating is thicker and is mainly applied to parts of the sheet metal that require high corrosion resistance. 4) Aluminum-zinc plate Aluminum-zinc blended
coating of aluminum-zinc panels consists of 55% aluminum, 43.4% zinc i 1.6% silicone at 600 °C. The formed is a thickened quantum crystalline protective layer with excellent corrosion resistance, normal working eyelid up to 25 g., 3-6 times longer than the post-galvanized leaf i comparable to the stainless steel. Corrosion resistance to aluminium-zinc panels stems from the barrier function of aluminium
and sacrifict zinc protection. When zinc is sacrificed for the cultivation, scratching and scratching of the coating, aluminium forms an insoluble oxide layer that acts as a barrier. Upper 2), 3) and 4) steel plates are jointly called coated steel sheets and are widely used in communication equipment. After treatment of the coated steel plate it can no longer be electro-clad or painted. The incision can be used
directly without special treatment, and special phosphate can be performed to improve the resistance of the rust to the incision. From the cost analysis, a continuous electro-galvanized steel sheet is used, and the processing plant does not have to send parts to the electroplating, which saves the time of the plating and transport costs. In addition, parts are not accumulated before spraying, which improves
the efficiency of the treatment. 5) Stainless steel plate Due to strong corrosion resistance, good electrical conductivity, high strength, etc., it is widely used. However, we must also take into account its shortcomings: the price of the material is very expensive, which is 4 times more than a common galvanized leaf; The strength of the material is high and the tool worn on the CNC pierced machine is high,
which is generally not suitable for the treatment of cnc impact machine; Rivet nut panels of stainless steel must be made of special stainless steel nuts stainless steel, which is very expensive; If the riveting walnut is not riveted, it is often necessary to re-observe the var; The adhesive of the surface spray is not high and the quality is not suitable for control; The material jumps out very, and bending and
burning is not easy to provide shape and dimensional precision. Aluminum and aluminum cast panels Commonly used aluminum and aluminum alloys consist mainly of the following three materials: rust-proof aluminum 3A21 rusty aluminum 5A02 hard aluminum 2A06 Aluminum against brown 3A21, A that's old brend LF21, it's al-Mn lega. It is the most widely used rust-resistant aluminium. The strength of
this alloy is not high (only higher than industrial pure aluminium) and cannot be heat-treated and strengthened. Therefore, the cold work method is used to improve its mechanical properties, and has high plasticity in a rotated state, and plasticity is good in semi-cold dehuit. It has low plasticity, good corrosion resistance and good thrift during cold work. Anti-rust aluminum 5A02 is an old brand of LF2 series
AL-Mg anti-rust aluminum. Compared to 3A21, 5A02 has higher strength, especially high strength fatigue, high plasticity and corrosion resistance. Heat treatment cannot be strengthened, the efficiency with contact welding and hydrogen atom welding is good, and there is a tendency for crystal cracks to form during argonous arch welding, and fusion hardens during the cold part. Zliina has good machinity in
a cold truncated and semi-cold tempered state, but the processing is poor in a twisted state, but it can also be polished. Hard aluminum 2A06 is an old LY6 that is often used hard aluminum class. Hard aluminium and super hard aluminium have a higher strength and hardness than ordinary aluminium alloys, and can also be used as some panel materials. However, the plasticity is poor and bending cannot
be performed, and bending can cause cracks or cracks in the outer rounded part. There are new standards for the class and status of aluminum casting. The standard code of the grade representation method is GB/T16474-1996, the status code is GB/T16475-1996, and the comparison table with the old standard is shown in Table 1-1 below: Table 1-1 Comparison table of new and old aluminum alloy
grades Grade States New Old New New New Old Old 1070A L1 5A06 LF6 2A80 LD8 2A14 LD10 H 12 R 1060 L2 5A12 LF12 2A90 LD9 2A50 LD5 O M 1050A L3 8A06 L6 4A11 LD11 6A02 LD2 T4 CZ 1035 L4 3A21 LF21 6063 LD31 7A04 LC4 T5 RCS 1200 L5 2A02 LY2 6061 LD30 7A09 LC9 T6 CS 5A02 LF2 2A06 LY 6 2A11 LY11 5A03 LF3 2A16 LY16 2A12 LY12 5A05 LF5 2A70 LD7 2A13 LY13
Copper and copper alloy Plates There are two main types of commonly used copper and alloy copper sheets , copper T2 and honey H62. Copper T2 is the most commonly used pure copper. It has a purple appearance and is also called copper. It has high electrical and thermal conductivity, good corrosion resistance and creation. But the strength and hardness are much lower than the honey, and the price
is very expensive. It is mainly used as a corrosive element for conductive, thermally conductive and consumer goods. It is generally used for parts on the power supply that must carry large currents. Rass H62, which is a high-zinc frontalty, has high strength and excellent cold and hot working ability and is easily used for various forms of printing and cutting. It is mainly used for different parts of deep drawing
and bending force, its conductivity is not as good as copper, but it has better strength and hardness, and the price is relatively moderate. In meeting the electrical conductivity requirements, the H62 be used instead of copper, which can greatly reduce the Costs. For example, busbars, most current busbars are made of honeyed H62, which has proven to be completely satisfactory. Impact of materials on
sheet metal processing There are three main types of sheet metal processing: punching &amp; icing, bending and stretching. Different processing techniques have different requirements for the sheet. The choice of sheet metal must also be based on the general form and processing technology of the product. The impact of the materials on the blanking sheet requires that the sheet must be plastic enough
to ensure that the sheet does not crack at impact. Soft materials (such as pure aluminium, rust-resistant aluminium, honey, copper, low-carbon steel, etc.) have good breakthrough performance and parts with smooth cross-section and low naked ing can be obtained after impact; Hard materials (such as high-carbon steel, stainless steel, hard aluminium, super hard aluminium, etc.) have poor quality after
impact, and the unevenness of the section is high, especially for thick leaves. In fragile materials, tearing may happen after impact, and tearing may happen especially at a low width. The impact of the materials on the bending plates to be bent and formed must have sufficient plasticity and a low yield limit. A high plastic sheet that is less subtericond cracking when it is shut down. The leaves with a lower
yield limit and a lower module of elasticity have less springback deformation after bending, but it is easy to get a precisely curved shape. Plastic materials such as low-carbon steel, brass and aluminium with a carbon content &lt;0,2 % are easily de-icing and moulded; More fragile materials, such as phosphorus bronze (QSn6.5 ~2.5), spring steel (65Mn), hard aluminum, super hard aluminum, etc., must
have a large relative radius of bending (r/t) when bending, otherwise the cracking that occurs during bending. Particular attention should be paid to the choice of hard and soft sheet material, which has a major influence on the properties of bending. For many fragile materials, bending can cause the outside radius to crack or even break. There are also some steel plates with a higher carbon content. If you
choose a hard state, bending will also cause cracks or even fractures of the remote radius. These should be avoided as much as possible. The impact of materials on the processing of drawing stretching sheet metal, especially deep drawings, is difficult in the process of processing sheet metal. Not only is the depth of the stretch required to be as small as possible, the shape is as simple and smooth as
possible. In addition to the material it is necessary to have good plasticity. Otherwise, the whole part is easily deformed, partially wrinkled, or even dragged on the stretchable part. The yield limit is low and the directional coefficient of thickness of the plate is high. The lower the yield ratio σs/σb sheet, the better the impact performance and the greater the limit primary deformity. When the coefficient of
immediacy of the plate is &gt;1, the deformation in the direction of width is lighter than the deflection in the direction of thickness. The greater the value of the stretched radius R, the smaller the size of the stretching process, the greater the tensile properties. Common tensile properties are: pure aluminium sheet, 08Al, ST16, SPCD. Material effect on rigidity In the formation of sheet metal structure, the
rigidity of the structural parts of the sheet metal is often not fulfilled. Structural designers often use low-carbon steel or stainless steel instead of low-carbon steel, or replace a plain aluminium alloy with a high-strength aluminium alloy and hardness, so it is expected to increase the rigidity of the work. In fact, there's no obvious effect. For materials of the same substrate, the strength and hardness of the
material can be greatly improved by heat treatment and fusion. But the change in maturity is small. In order to improve the rigidity of the work, it can only be achieved by changing the material and shape of the work. See Table 1-2 for elastic module and remeath modules of different materials. Table 1-2 Elastic modules and shear modules of common materials Elastic module E Shear module G Element
GPa GPa Gray cast iron 118~126 44.3 Ductile iron 173 Carbon steel, Nikla-chromium čelika 206 79.4 Liti čelik 202 Rolled pure bakar 108 39.2 Cold vucen pure bakar 127 48 Rolled phosphorus bronza 113 41.2 Cold vucen month 89~e 97 34.3~36.3 Rolled Mangane Bronza 108 39.2 Rolled Aluminium 68 25.5~26.5 Pull out aluminum wires 69 Live aluminum bronze 103 11.1 Lito Canned Bronze 103 Hard
Aluminum Alloy 70 26.5 Rolling Zinc 82 31.4 Lead 16 6.8 Glass 55 1.96 Plexiglass 2.35~29.4 Rubber 0.0 078 Bakelite 1.96~2.94 0.69~2.06 Phenonal plastic 3.95~8.83 Celluloid 1.71~1.89 0.69~0.0.0 98 Nylon 1010 1.07 Hard tetrachloroethylene 3.14~3.92 Polytrachhhloroethylene 1.14~1.42 Nicotine polyethylene 0,54~0.7 5 High Pressure Polyethylene 0.147~0.24 Concrete 13.73~39.2 4.9~15.69
Performance comparison of commonly used plate Table 1-3 Comparison of performance of several commonly used plate plate plate coefficient Lap resistance (mΩ) CNC punching processing performance Laser processing performance Bending performance Rivet nut technology Pressing rivet technology Surface coating Incision protective performance 1 good good good good good Average Very good 1.2
27 good good good good good Average good 1.7 26 good good good good good Average poorest 1.3 26 good good good good good Average relatively poor 1.4 23 good good good good good Average poor 6.5 60 poor good average poor very poor poor good 2.9 46 Povprečno ekstremno slabo dobro dobro Dobro Povprečno dobro 3 46 Povprečno ekstremno slabo ekstremno slabo dobro Povprečno dobro
5,6 dobro ekstremno slabo dobro Dobro Povprečno dobro 5 dobro dobro ekstremno dobro dobro Povprečno dobro Opomba: Podatki v tabeli so povezani s specifično oceno materiala in and is used only as a qualitative reference. Aluminium and copper alloy leaves are extremely poor in laser cutting, but laser treatment is generally not available. 1.2 Piercing and emptying Common piercing and emptying
method Piercing and blanking with CNC impact pressure CNC punch and blanking is the use of single-chip microcomplete on cnc breakthrough machine to input machining program (size, Machine machining path, processing tool, etc.) from the sheet metal works unatra, in the taj mode CNC machine for impacts adopts various instruments i rich NC comas for comating various forms of processing , for
example, punches, sub-dealing, shaping, etc. CNC blow generally can not achieve piercing and blanking with too many complex forms. Features: High speed Savemold Flexible processing Convenient Basically can meet the needs of production reflective patterns. Attention problems and requirements: Thin material (t&lt;0.6) is not easy to process, and the material is easy to deform; The processing area is
limited by tools, jaws, etc. Moderate hardness and toughness have better piercing; Too much hardness will increase piercing force and badly affect the impact head and accuracy; Hardness is too low, causing severe deformities during piercing and accuracy is very limited; High plasticity is favorable for design, but not suitable for in-force, continuous punches, and not suitable for punches and slander;
Adequate toughness is useful for a blow that inhibits the degree of deflection during impact; If the toughness is too high, the jump will be severe after impact, which will affect accuracy. CNC shocks are generally suitable for low-carbon steel, electrolyte plate, aluminum-zinc plate, aluminium plate, copper plate with T=3,5~ 4mm or less, and stainless steel plate with T=3mm or less. The recommended
thickness of the sheet for CNC shocks is: Aluminum alloy plate and copper plate are 0.8~0mm Low Carbon Steel plate is 0.8~5 mm Stainless steel plate 0.8~2.5mm The process of perforation CNC has a large deformation on the copper plate, a processor PC i PVC plate has large ivic enceic processes for processing iske precision. In the event of impact, the diameter and width of the gear used must be
greater than the thickness of the material. For example, a tool with a diameter of Φ1.5 cannot strike the material 1.6 mm. Materials below 0.6mm are not normally treated with NCT. Stainless steel materials are generally not processed by NCT. (Of course, 0.6~ 1.5mm material can process NCT, but the wearable tools are high, and the likelihood of residue speed in field treatment is much higher than other
GI materials.) Piercing and empty shape are as simple and uniform as possible if desired. The size of the impact CNC should be normalised, such as round holes, hexagonal holes, and the minimum width of the process groove is 1,2mm. Piercing and emptying with cold impact die punching and roasting of parts with a large output and small size, specially designed sheet metal burning dies and is used to
increase production efficiency. It generally consists of a punch and a die. Die is generally include: press-in type, inlaid type. Canine are generally include: round type, can be replaced; of the combined type; fast loading and unloading. The most common deaths are: Blanking die (mainly: open-minded dying, Closeding blanking die, piercing&amp; blanking coupling die, open punching blanking blanking
continuous die, closed punching blanking continuous die) Bending die Pressingdie: Because the punching and blanking with cold die can basicly becompleted by one stamping, the efficiency is high, the consistency is good, and the cost is low. Therefore, for structural parts with an annual processing capacity of more than 5 000 pieces and the size of the work is not too large, the processing plant generally
carries out cold processing. The design of the process characteristics of cold dying processing should be considered in the design of the structure. For example, parts must not have sharp corners (except for use). They must be designed to be rounded to improve the quality and life of the mould and make the processor beautiful, safe and durable. In order to meet functional requirements, the structural form
of the work can be designed to be more complex. Piercing with a dense hole blow a thick hole hole blow can be considered as a kind of numerical control impact. For parts with a large number of dense holes it is possible to improve the efficiency and accuracy of the impact. A specially designed die blow can strike a large number of dense holes to process the work. Such as: ventilation stencil, in-fluous and
cue air baffle. See Figure 1-1. Figure 1-1 Schematic diagram of dense hole blasting the shadowy part in the picture is a dense hole mold, and a dense hole part can quickly strike a dense hole mold. Compared to one stroke, it greatly improves performance. Problems and requirements for dense hole arrangement models The design of dense holes on the product should take into account that the
characteristics of processing the dense hole hole die repeatedly punching, So when designing the arrangement on the gostand hole should be adopted the following principle: When designing a density agreement, first consider the planned density of the hole how to reduce the cost of the mold; The same type of arrangement of dense holes should be uniform, the line spacing should be determined by a
constant value, and the spacing between the columns also determines a constant value so that the same type of dense mold hole can be used universally, thus reducing the number of opening moulds and reducing the mold. costs; The size of the same type of hole must be the same. For example, a hexagonal hole can be unified into a hexagonal hole with a coded circle φ5. This hexagonal hole is a
common size of hexagonal more than 90 % of the hexagonal hole. When the number of holes in two rows is not the same, two requirements must be met: 1. The hole is larger, the edge distance of two holes is greater than 2t (t is the thickness of the material); 2. The total number of rows must be arranged correctly. , as shown in Figure 1-2; Figure 1-2 Schematic diagram of the unreassurance of dense
holes If the hole throws dense holes small, the number of holes in each row must be a number. As shown in Figure 1-3, when the distance D between two dense holes is less than 2t (t is the thickness of the material), dense mold holes should be separated due to the strength of the mold. The ode to the part in the picture is a dense hole mold. It can be seen that the number of holes per line must be a
steam number. If the hole in figure 1-2 is also very small, since the number of holes in each line is not the same (7 empty, 8 holes), it cannot be struck once with a dense hole dies. Figure 1-3 dense hole mold Dense hole mold in Figure 1-1 a can be designed as shown in Figure 1-4. Figure 1-4 dense hole mold Dense hole mold in Figure 1-1 b can only be designed as shown in Figure 1-5. Figure 1-5 dense
hole mold When designing the arrangement of dense holes try to design according to the above requirements, and continuous and have a certain correctness, which is convenient for opening mold holes and reducing the cost of stamping. Otherwise, only a few strokes or more molds can be used to complete the treatment. As shown in Figure 1-6, figure a, sealed holes, the number of lines is not exactly;
Figure b, hole missing in the middle; Figure c, the dense distance of the holes is too close, the number of holes per row and the number of holes per column is odd; The image d&amp;e, the dense hole distance is too close, the number of holes in each row of dense holes is not the same, these cannot be completed only by breaking dense holes to die, and must be completed with other complementary
processing methods. Figure f, if machined with a thick mold hole, must be completed by other additional processing methods. Even if the material is a mold bee, more holes of mold are needed to complete, and processing is poor. Figure 1-6 Schematic diagram of dense arrangement of holes Laser cutting Laser cutting is a non-contact cutting technology that uses the release of electrons as a source of
energy to focus the laser beam as a heat source using a reflective mirror group. This high-density light energy is used to achieve impact and roasting parts of sheet metal. Features: Diversified cutting form Cutting cutting speed is faster than cutting wire Small heat-affected zone Material will not deform Small cut High precision and quality Small noise No wear tool No need to take into account the hardness
of cutting material Can process large, complex shapes and parts that are difficult to machine with other methods. the costs are high, but the support table of the work is damaged, and the cut surface is easy to decopen, a hard-to-handle oxide film. In general, it is only suitable for single and small batch processing. Caution: in general, it is only used for steel plates. Aluminium plates and copper plates are
generally not used because the heat transfer of the material is too fast, causing melting around the shingles, which does not guarantee the accuracy of the treatment and quality. The laser cutting end face has a layer of oxide scale that cannot be washed and the final face for cutting with specific requirements should be polished; Laser cutting dense holes are more deformed, generally do not use a laser to
cut dense holes. Cutting EDM Wire is a treatment method in which the processor and wire (molybdenum wire, copper wire) are used as poles and are stored at a certain distance, and the spark is formed when the voltage is high enough and the processor is subjected to an electrolytic dish. The removed material is carried away by the working fluid. Features: high precision processing, but low processing
speed, high cost, and will change the surface properties of the material. Generally used for mold processing, they are not used for the processing of production parts. Some square holes of profile plates do not have rounded corners that cannot be grounded, and since aluminium fusions cannot be cut with a laser, if there is no room for punching, only EDM wire can hit them. The speed is very slow, the
efficiency is very low, and is not suitable for mass production. The design should avoid this situation. Comparison of the three commonly used discharge and piercing methods Table 1-4 Comparison of the three normal effects and discharge characteristics Note: The following data are data for cold-rolled steel leaves. Laser cutting impact Working material steel plate Steel plate, copper plate, aluminium plate
Steel plate, Copper plate, aluminium sheets Edible thickness material 1mm ~ 8mm 0.6m ~ 3mm general &lt;4mm Processor minimum size (normal cold rolled nouous bar plate) Minimum cut 0.2mm Punchhole Ø≧t Punch hole Ø≧t Minimum ball 0 ,7mm Square hole small edge W≧t Square hole small squid W≧t Long groove width W≧t Long groove width W≧2t Minimum distance between hole and hole ,
hole and edge ≧ ≧ ≧1t Preferably the distance between holes and holes, Holes ivi ≧1.5t ≧1.5t ≧1.5t General punctuality ±0.1mm ±0.1mm ±0.1mm Processed Range 2000X1350 2000X1350 Effect Looks Like Smooth Outer Edge, Layer on the cut out end face Large raw ivi with burrs small amount raw edges Curve effect Smooth, Exudable forms of Large burrs and regular shapes; Smooth, variable form
Processing speed Cutting vertical circle quickly punching dense holes fastest Text Processing Ing, shallow, unlimited size Stamped concu text with deeper symbols; size is limited by mould concitable text with deeper symbols; size is limited limited mold design can not conceive, counterattack, small stretching, etc. You can achieve more complex forms processing costs Higher Low Design piercing process
and empty Technical arrangement design In large quantity and medium volume production material cost parts account for a large proportion. The full and efficient use of materials is an important economic indicator for the production of sheet metal. Therefore, the structural projector should, provided that the design requirements are not affected, endeavour to adopt a method of regulation free of waste or
less waste. As shown in Figure 1-7, there is no agreement on waste. Figure 1-7 Not scheduling waste Some parts have a slightly modified shape, which can save a lot of material. As shown in Figure 1-8, Figure 2 uses less material than Figure 1. Figure 1-8 Slightly modified design of the material arrangement Processing of reflective parts For CNC breakthrough machine for processing the external radius
special external tool is required. To reduce the tool for the outer circle, the standard rounding of the corner of this manual is As shown in Figure 1-9: 1) 90 degrees right-angle rounding series, Radijus is r2.0, r3.0, r5.0, r10 2) Ugaoni radius from 135°C is uniformed on R5.0 Figure 1-9 Rounding of the empty impact the radius has benefited the round luke. Round holes should be selected according to the
series of round holes specified in the sheet metal mould manual. This can reduce the number of round tool holes and reduce the time for the blade changing to cnc blow. Due to the limitations of the strength of the impact, it can not be too small. Its minimal aperture is related to the thickness of the material. The minimum diameter of the hole shall not be less than the value shown in Table 1-5 below. Table
1-5 Minimum size for total impact Impact Minimum diameter or minimum length of impact edge (t is material thickness) Material Round hole D(D is diameter) Square hole L(L is edge length) Waist hole, 1.3t ≥ ≥1.2t ≥1t 1t 1t 1t 1t 1t 1t 1t 1st Century Edict i mesing ≥1t ≥0.8t ≥0.8t Aluminium Zinc ≥0,8t ≥0.6t ≥0.6t Cloth Bakelite Laminate ≥0.4t ≥0,35t ≥0.3t Distance between holes, and between hole and hem
should not be small. The value is shown in Figure 1-10: Figure 1-10 The distance between the holes, the hole and the edge of the reflective parts The accuracy between the hole and the shape, the hole and the hole treated by the composite mold, is easy to provide during the process of burning the mold. In addition, processing efficiency is high and mold maintenance costs are convenient for maintenance.
According to the above reasons, the distance between the hole and the hole, if the distance between the hole and the shape can satisfy the minimum wall thickness of the compound mold, the procedure is better than shown in Figure 1-11: Figure 1-11 Edge requirements Parts for a hed-table Table 1-6 Minimum size of the edge of the composite reflection t (&lt;0,8 ) t (0,8~1.59) t (1,59~ 3,18) t (&gt;3.3). 2)
D1 3mm 2t D2 3mm 2t D3 1.6mm 2t 2.5t D4 1.6mm 2t 2.5t How is shown in Figure 1-12, first pirsing, but then i howi. In order to ensure that the hole is not deformed, the minimum distance between the hole and the finest X≥2t+R Figure 1-12 Minimum distance between the hole and the flange In the course of holes in the depth drawings of the parts, He sees figure 1-13 in order to be able to provide shapes
and positional tauthosity of the mould, the wall of the luke and the straight wall of the part to be held at a certain distance, i.e. the distance a1 i a2 should be sufficient to be sufficient for the following demands: U formula R1, R2 is ugaoni radijus, but t is the thickness. Slika 1-13 Luknjanje na globokih risbah deli Obdelava natančnost odbojnih delov Slika 1-14 Toleranca sredinske razdalje luknje odbojnih
delov Tabela 1-7 Toleranca Tabela odprtine Center razdalja (Enota:mm) Navaden udarec Točnost udarca Napredna točnost udarca Nominalna velikost L Nominalna velikost L Debelina &lt;50 50〜150= 150〜300=&gt;&lt;/50&gt; &lt;50 50〜150= 150〜300=&gt;&lt;/50&gt; &lt;1 ±0.1= ±0.15= ±0.20= ±0.03= ±0.05= ±0.08= 1〜2= ±0.12= ±0.20= ±0.30= ±0.04= ±0.06= ±0.10= 2〜4= ±0.15= ±0.25= ±0.35=
±0.06= ±0.08= ±0.12= 4〜6= ±0.20= ±0.30= ±0.40= ±0.08= ±0.10= ±0.15= note:= all= holes= should= be= punched= out= once= when= using= the= values= in= this= table.= figure= 1-15= tolerance= of= hole= center= to= edge= distance= selection= principle= of= stamping= part= design= size= 1)= the= design= dimensional= reference= of= the= stamped= part= is= as= close= as= possible= to= the=
manufactured= positioning= reference ,= so= that= the= manufacturing= error= of= the= dimension= can= be= avoided.= 2)= the= hole= size= reference= of= the= stamping= part= should= be= selected= as= far= as= possible= from= the= beginning= to= the= end= of= the= stamping= process,= and= should= not= be= associated= with= the= part= participating= in= the= deformation.= 3)= for= parts=
that= are= dispersed= and= stamped= on= different= molds= in= multiple= steps,= the= same= positioning= reference= should= be= used= as= much= as= possible.= table= 1-8= tolerance= table= of= hole= center= and= edge= distance= thickness= sizes= b= ≤50=&gt;&lt;/1&gt; &lt;b≤120&gt;&lt;/b≤120&gt; &lt;b≤220&gt;&lt;/b≤220&gt; &lt;b≤360&gt;&lt;/b≤360&gt; &lt;2 ±0.2= ±0.3= ±0.5= ±0.7= ≥2〜4=
±0.3= ±0.5= ±0.6= ±0.8=&gt;4 ±0,4 ±0,5 ±0,8 ±1,0 Napotke : This table is fine for perforation after washing. Secondary cutting Secondary cutting is also called secondary icing or additional cutting (very poor procedure should be avoided when designing). Secondary cutting is that the stretching has a deformation of the material. When the deformation of bending is large, the ingad increases. First we design,
then cut holes or trimmings to remove the reserved material and get the full correct size of the structure. Usage: When the tensioning boss is near the edge, an additional incision should be made. Take the counter-action as an example, as in Figure 1-16. Figure 1-16&lt;/2&gt; Secondary cutting 1.3 Bending of sheet metal Sheet metal bending refers to the processing of changing angles or a plate. For
example, the panel is off to A and U shape. In general, there are two ways of bending sheet metal: One method is bending mold, which is used for parts of the sheet with a complex structure, low volume and processing of large batches; The second is the bending of the pressing brake, which refers to the structure of the sheet metal with a relatively large structural size or low yield. These two bending
methods have their own principles, characteristics and usefulness. Bending by mold For structural parts with an annual processing capacity of more than 5,000 pieces and a partial size that is not too large (generally 300X300), the manufacturer of processing generally considers bending mold. Common bending mould Commonly used bending dies, as shown in Figure 1-17: In order to prolong the life of the
mold, parts must be formed with a rounded corner. Figure 1-17 Special Forming Mold Too small a flange height, ie the use of bending die also does not please the design, generally the height of the flange is L ≥ 3t (including wall thickness). Step processing method Some steps of the lower Z-shaped sheet profile are off, and processing manufacturers often use simple molds for machines on impact presses
or hydraulic presses. If the size of the series is not large, it can be treated with a step to die on the bending machine as shown in Figure 1-18. However, its height H cannot be too high and should generally be between (0~ 1.0) t. If the height (1.0~4.0) t, the form of the mould structure of unloading must be taken into account according to the actual situation. This height of step mold can be adjusted by adding
a SPACEBAR. Therefore, the height of H is arbitrarily adjusted. However, there is also a disadvantage in that l size length is not easily guaranteed, and the verticality of the vertical side is not easily guaranteed. If the height H is high, consider bending on the press brake machine. Figure 1-18 Step Bending Z Bending with pressing braking machine Bending machine is divided into two types: ordinary
bending machine and CNC bending machine. Due to the requirements for high precision and incorrect cornering form, bending of the sheet of the communication device is generally bended by a numerical steering machine. The basic principle is bending and forming sheet metal using bending blow (upper mold) and V-shaped die (lower mold) bending machine. Advantage: convenient clasps, precise
positioning and speed of quick processing; Disadvantages: The bending force is small and can only be processed with simple formatting, and efficiency is low. Basic design principles The basic principle of design is shown in Figure 1-19: Figure 1-19 Basic design principle 1) Bending knife (upper die) The shape of bending knives is shown in Figure 1-20. The machining is mainly based on the form of the
processing work. In general, the processing tool has a large number of bending knives. In particular, it is necessary to with a high degree of specialization, custom-made bending knives will be made of many shapes and specifications in order to process various complex bending, . 2) Lower die Lower mold is generally V=6t (t is the thickness of the material). There are many factors that influence the bending
process, including the arc radius of the upper die, the material, the thickness of the material, the power of the lower dies, and the vee opening the size of the lower die. To meet the demand for products, the manufacturer has already serialized bending dying in the event of ensuring the safety of the bending machine. You must have a general understanding of the existing bending to die during the process
of structural design. See Figure 1-20. The left side is the upper mold and on the right is the lower mold. Figure 1-20 Schematic impact diagram for press brakes and die Basic principle of the bending sequence: 1) Bending from inside to outside; 2) Bending from small to large; 3) Bend the special shape first and then bend the general shape; 4) Under the previous procedure, it shall not affect or interfere with
the following procedure. The bending shapes seen by the current outsourcing factory are generally shown in Figure 1-21. Figure 1-21 Bending form of the pressing brake machine Bending radius When the sheet is bent, a bend radius is required at bends. The bending radius must not be too large or small and must be selected accordingly. If the bending radius is small, the bending will crack, and if the
bending radius is too large, the bending is easy to refuse. The preferred bending radius (inner bending radius) of different materials with different thicknesses is shown in Table 1-9 below. Material Omehčano stanje Hladno delo otežitev stanja Ustrezno mesto smeri upogibne črte in smer vlaken navpično vzporedno navpično vzporedno 08,10 0.1t 0.1t 0,4 t 0,4 t 0,8 t 15,20 0,1 t 0,5 t 0,5 t 1,0 t 25,30 0 2 t 0,6 t
0,6 t 1,2 t 45,50 0,5 t 1,0 t 1,0 t 1,7 t 65M 1,0 t 2,0 t 2,0 t 3,0 t Aluminij 0,1 t 0,35 t 0,5 t 1,0 t Baker 0,1 t 0,35 t 1,0 t 2,0 t Soft ybheal 0,1 t 0,35 t 0,35 t 0,8 t Semi-hardened 0,1 t 0,35 t 0,5 t 1,2 t Phosphorus bronza —— —— 1,0 t 3,0 t Note: t is the thickness of the sheet u table. The data in the table above is the priority data and is for reference only. In fact, the manufacturer's bending knives are usually
rounded as 0,3 and a small number of bending knives are rounded as 0,5. Therefore, the inner radius of bending of our parts of the sheet is essentially 0.2. For ordinary low-carbon steel plates, rust-resistant aluminium plates, honey plates, copper plates, etc., the internal radius of 0.2 is not a problem. However, for some high carbon steel, hard aluminum, super hard aluminum, this rounded corner will cause
a break of the bend or the outer corner for the cracks. Bending deflection Fig. 1-22 Bending and bouncing diagram 1) Angle of disconnection Δα=b-a In the formula: b-the as a work of nod; as mold. 2) The size of the angle of the jump The jump angle at 90° free bend is shown in Table 1-10. Table 1-10 Angle of disconnection at 90 degrees free detour Material r/t Thickness t(mm) 2 Low carbon steel &lt;0.8
0.8~2=&gt; &lt;1 4°= 2°= 0°= brass= σb=350MPa 1~5= 5°= 3°= 3°= 1°= aluminum,= zinc=&gt;5 6° 4° 2° Medium carbon steel σb=400-500MPa 5 8° 5° 3° High-carbon if 1°= 2°= hard= yellow= copper= σb=350-400MPa 1~5= 6°= 3°= 3°= 1°= bronze= σb=350-400MPa&gt;σ B&gt;550Mpa &lt;1 7°= 4°= 2°= 1~5= 9°= 5°= 3°= 3°=&gt;5 12° 7° 6° Factors of the turni off and measure the angle of the jump.
Mechanical properties of the material The size of the bouncing angle is proportional to the profitable point of the material and inverter proportional to the elastic module E. The greater the relative bending radius r/t, the lower the deflection rate, and the greater the deviation than Δα. It's a more important concept. The rounded corners of the sheet metal bends should be selected as far as possible with a
smaller radius of bend, which is useful for improving accuracy. In particular, the formation of a clearing as shown in Figure 1-23 should be avoided. Such large arches are harder to produce and control quality. Figure 1-23 The sheet metal arc is too large The calculation of the smallest corner edge The initial state of the L-shaped bend is shown in Figure 1-24: Figure 1-24 L-bending One important parameter
here is the width B of the lower die. Due to the bending effect and strength of the mold there is the minimum width of death required for materials of different thicknesses. When it is less than this value, there will be a problem that the bending is in place or the mold is damaged. Practice has been shown to be the ratio between minimum width of die and thickness of the material: Bmin = kT (1) Bmin is the
minimum width of the mould, T is the thickness of the material and K=6 in calculating the minimum width die. Currently, the bending width specifications normally used by manufacturers are as follows: 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 25 According to the above ratio, the minimum thickness of the lower dying width may be determined, which is necessary for the different thicknesses of the material during
bending. For example, if the off plate is 1.5mm thick, B=6*1.5=9. For the above die width series, you can choose die width 10mm (or 8mm) of the lower die. From the initial corner state diagram, it can be seen that the corner edge cannot be too short. In combination with the minimum width of die above, the formula for obtaining the shortest corner edge (2): (see Figure 1-25) Lmin=1/2(Bmin+Δ)+0,5 (2) Lmin
is the shortest bent edge, Bmin is the minimum width of death and Δ is the bending coefficient of the sheet. &lt;/1&gt;&lt;/1&gt; &lt;/1&gt; &lt;/0.8&gt; WhenThe 1,5mm thick plate is bent, the shortest edge of the bend Lmin = (8 + 2,5) / 2+0,5 = 5,75mm (including the thickness of the plate). Figure 1-25 Minimum width of death Table 1-11: Inner radius of bending of cold-rolled material of steel R and minimum
reference table bending height No. Thickness V aperture Impact radius R Min bending height 1 0,5 4 0,2 3 2 0,6 4 0,2 3,2 3 0 ,8 5 0,8 or 0,2 3,7 4 1 6 1 or 0,2 4,4 5 1,2 8(or 6) 1 or 0,2 5,5(or 4,5) 6 1,5 10(or 8) 1 or 0. 2 6.8(or 5.8) 7 2 12 1,5 or 0,5 8,3 8 2,5 16(or 14) 1,5 or 0,5 10,7(or 7) 9 7) 9 3 18 2 or 0,5 12,1 10 3,5 2 2 13,5 11 4 25 3 16,5 Note: The minimum turn height has the thickness of the material.
When V-ovine is an acute angle, the shortest bend should be increased by 0.5. When the partial material is an aluminium plate and a stainless steel plate, the minimum bending height will have small changes. The aluminium plate will become smaller, the stainless steel will be larger, see the table above.... The minimum bend height for Z-ovine Initial Z-ovij bend status is shown in Figure 1-26: Z-ovij and L-
ovij processes are very similar, and there is also a minimal problem of the corner edge. Due to the structure of the lower die, the shortest edge of the Z-bend is greater than the L-bend. The formula for calculating the smallest edge of the Z-bend is: Lmin=1/2(Bmin+Δ)+D + 0,5 + T (3) Lmin is the shortest corner edge, Bmin is the minimum width of the mould, Δ is the coefficient of the leaf sagging, T is the
thickness of the material, but D is the structural size to die to the ivi, not only 5mm. Figure 1-26 Z-ovine Minimum bend size L for sheet metal Z-ovij of different thicknesses of material is shown in Table 1-12 below: Table 1-12 Minimum height Z bend No Thickness V hole radius R Z-bend height a 1 0,5 4 0,2 8,5 2 0,6 4 0,2 8,8 3 0,8 5 0,8 or 0,2 9,5 4 1 6 1 or 0,2 10,4 5 1,2 8(or 6) 1 or 0,2 11,0 7(or 10.7) 6 1,5
10(or 8 ) 1 or 0,2 13,3(or 12.3) 7 2 12 1,5 or 0,5 14,3 8 2,5 16(or 14) 1.. 5 or 0,5 18,2(or 17.2) 9 3 18 2 or 0,5 20,1 10 3,5 20 2 22 11 4 25 3 25.5 Interference in gasification For secondary wrapping , it is often the case that the bending workath interferes with the tool. As shown in Figure 1-27, the black part is part of the interference so that bending cannot be completed, or the deflection of bending is caused
by bending. Figure 1-27 Bending disorders The problem of sheet metal bending interference does not involve too much technology. Just understand the shape and size of the bend to die, and avoid bending to die in the formation of the structure. Figure 1-28 shows the cross-section of several common bending knives described in the sheet metal mould manual, and the intralink library contains the
corresponding tool entities. In the event of an uncertain design, the compositional disturbance test can be carried out directly with the tool in accordance with the principle of the above figure. Figure 1-28 Bending knife For tapping the flip hole D, shown in 1-29 cannot be designed too short. The minimum value D can be calculated or calculated on the basis of the thickness of the material, through the
diameter of the hole, the height of the hole flange, the selected parameters of the bending tool. For example, the flip-tap hole M4 with the sheet off 1,5 mm, the value D must be greater than 8 mm. Otherwise the bending knife will hit the flange. Figure 1-29 Bending the flange of the hole &amp; tapping The minimum distance between the hole and the long hole As shown in Figure 1-30, the edge of the hole
on the bend is too close to the folding line. Once the bend is done, it cannot be ent-ord, causing the shape of the hole to change. Therefore, the edge of the hole and the edge of the bend must be greater than the minimum edge of the hole X ≥ t + R. Fig. 1-30 Minimum distance from the round to the curve Table 1-13 Minimum distance from round 2 to curve Thickness 0,0 6~0.8 1 1 1 2 1.5 2 2.5 Min
Distance X 1.3 1.5 1.7 2 3 3.5 How is illustrated in Figure 1-31, The is too close to an inflated line. Once the detour is made, the material cannot be taken up, and the shape of the hole is deformed. Therefore, the edge of the hole and the edge of the bend must be greater than the minimum edge of the hole (see Table 1-14), the radius of the bend refers to Table 1-9. Figure 1-31 Minimum distance from long
round hole to corner edge Table 1-14 Minimum distance from long round hole to corner edge L 50 Min distance &lt;26 26~50=&gt;X 2t+R 2.5t+R 3t+R For irrelevant holes, extend the hole to the edge of the bend, as shown in Figure 1-32. Cons: affect appearance. Figure 1-32 Improved bending design Special treatment, when the hole is close to the bend When the distance from the hole close to the edge of
the bend to the edge of the bend is less than the minimum distance described above, the deflection will occur around the bend. At this time, the different product requirements may be handled as shown in the following Table 1-15. However, the technicality of these methods can be seen to be poor and the structural design should be avoided as much as possible. Table 1-15 Special treatment when the hole
is near the bend 1) Press groove before bending. In the actual design, because the structural design is needed, the actual distance is less than the upper distance. The manufacturer of the treatment often performs the compression of the groove before bending, as shown in Figure 1-31. The disadvantage is: one additional process must be used to process bending, efficiency is lower, accuracy lower, and in
principle it should be avoided as much as possible. 2) Cut a hole or line along a bend:When the bend line has no effect on the appearance of the workath or is acceptable, then use the cutting holes to improve your technique. Cons: affect appearance. And when cutting a line or cutting a narrow groove, cutting with a laser machine is generally required. 3) Completion of size&lt;/26&gt; construction after
bending atthe edge of the hole near the bend. When the edge of a hole is needed, it can be treated in this way. In general, this secondary material removal cannot be completed on the impact machine, and secondary cutting can only be carried out on a laser cutting machine, and positioning is difficult and the processing costs are high. 4) After bending, the reaming process of holes has only one or more
pixel holes to the curved line, and the distance is less than the minimum distance of the hole. When the look of the product is strict to avoid drawing during bending, the pixel can be made at this time. Shrinkage treatment, that is, cutting a small concentric circle (usually Φ1.0) before bending, and reaming to the original size after bending. Weaknesses: many projects, low efficiency. 5) The minimum width of
the upper dying machine is 4,0mm (current). Due to this limitation, the hole in the bending part of the work should not be less than 4,0mm. Otherwise, the opening must be enlarge or used easily to form a die to perform a bending. Weaknesses: low efficiency in the manufacture of light mold, low efficiency in light mold production; reaming affects the appearance. Process holes, process gaps and process
crates for curved parts When the bending part is generally added to the bending part, as shown in Figure 1-33, the bending part must be added before the deflection. Figure 1-33 Addition of hole for hole, process process or process diameter D-diameter process hole, d ≥ t; K-process width of rotation, K ≥ t. The crack avoids the groove or incision: In general, for part of the edge should be bent to avoid
tearing and distortion, it is necessary to open the crack to avoid a groove or cut cut. Especially for bending with an internal angle of less than 60 degrees, it is necessary to open a crack groove or cross-section. The width of the cross-section is generally greater than the thickness of t, and the depth of the cross-section is generally greater than 1,5t. In Figure 1-34, figure b is more reasonable than figure a.



Figure 1-34 Bending of a sheet with a crack groove or a cut process groove and a process hole must be properly treated, and if processors that can be seen from the plate and appearance, then it is not possible to add a rotation of the process holes of the bending (for example, the notch process is not added in the process of processing the planela in order to maintain a uniform style), and other bends
should add a hole to the process for the rotation , as shown in Figure 1-35. Figure 1-35 Bending the ant hole When designing a drawing, if there is no specific requirement, do not highlight the gap between bending collisions in the direction of 90°. Some unsoud gap marks affect the design of the manufacturer's process. The manufacturer of the processing shall normally establish the procedure according to
the gap 0,2 to 0.3. As shown in Figure 1-36: Figure 1-36 gap between bends Bending the position of sudden change The bending area should avoid the location of a sudden change in work. The distance L of the bending line from the deflection range shall be greater than the bending radius r, ie L≥r how shown in Figure 1-37 figure 1-37 Zona turn should avoid the location of the hastily missed part of One
Time hemming the way for hemming: As in figure 1-38, first fold the sheet to 30 with a 30 degree bending knife and then flatten the offside. Figure 1-38 Edge mode The minimum corner edge dimension L in the figure is 0,5t (t is the thickness of the material) relative to the minimum corner edge size described above. The compressed dead edge is generally used for stainless steel, galvanized sheet metal
and aluminum-zinc plate. The stunning parts should not be used as there is a phenomenon of acid catches at the site where hemming is carried out. 180°bending 180 degrees bending mode: As shown in Figure 1-39, first fold the plate to 30 degrees with a 30-degree bending knife, then flatten the bending edge, then pull out the pad. Figure 1-39 180 degree bend method Minimum corner edge dimension L
in the figure is the minimum corner edge dimension of one corner plus t (t is the thickness of the material) and height H must be chosen from the flats normally used, such as 0,5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 2.0. In general, this height is not suitable for choosing a larger size. Triple folding edge As shown in Figure 1-40, fold the shape first, then fold the edge. Pay attention to the dimensions of each work during the
design to ensure that each processing step corresponds to the minimum bending size and avoid unnecessary processing. Figure 1-40 Triple folding ediber Table 1-16 Minimum bearing edge size required for final flattening of bending edge Thickness 0,5 0,6 0,8 1,0 1,2 1,5 2,0 2,5 Bearing edge size 4,5 4,5 5,0 5,0 1,4 Structural forms nuts i vijci on parts of sagged metal Riveted achest shapes riveted
orašnik su self-clinching standoff, Self-klising orah, anchor rivet nut , pull the rivet nut, floating rivet nut. Self-cutting stand Riveting compression means that in the riveting process under external pressure, the rivets the plastic deforms the base material and is compressed into a prefabricated groove, specially designed in the riveting screw and walnut structure, thus ing a reliable connection of the two parts.
There are two types of non-standard nuts for the rivet, one is a self-calling stand and the other is a self-calling nut. The connection to the substrate is achieved by such riveted shapes. Such rivets usually require the riveting part of the hardness to be greater than the hardness of the base. Plain low-carbon steels, aluminum alloy plate and copper plate are suitable for tightening self-pressure. For stainless
steel and high-carbon steel sheets, due to hard material, especially A riveting nut column is necessary, which is not only expensive, but also hard to load, and crimping is not reliable, and it's easy to fall off after crimping. To ensure reliability, manufacturers often need to add welding on the side of the walnut column, which is not good in the process. That's why the tin parts with the nut column rivet and the
riveting walnut aren't as stainless steel as possible. This also applies to riveting screws and rivets which are not suitable for use on stainless steel beaes. The process of masking rivet nuts is shown in Figure 1-41: Figure 1-41 Diagram of the riveting procedure Self-cut rivet nut The riveting screw is shown in Figure 1-42: Figure 1-42 Schematic diagram of the riveting riveting process Anchor riveting riveting
riveting riveting riveting riveting rivets Part of the material of the riveted vion or asteriot is plastic deformed under the action of external force , and the tight fitting is formed with the basic material , thus realising a reliable connection of two parts. Commonly used ZRS is associated with a substrate with this type of rivet. The riveting process is relatively simple and the strength of the joints is low, but it is usually
used to limit the height of the fastening and to hold low torque. As shown in Figure 1-43: Figure 1-43 Schematic diagram of the riveting anchor procedure Drag the riveting nut Pulling the rivets means that the riveted member is plastic deformed under external tension during the riveting process. The position of deformation is usually in a specially designed part, and the substrate is attracted by the
deformation part in order to achieve a reliable connection. Commonly used nuts for rivets are associated with a substrate with this type of rivet. The rivet is riveted with a special rivet gun, which is often used in places where the place to install is small and it is not possible to use universal rivet tools such as closed pipes. As shown in Figure 1-44: Figure 1-44 Diagram of the riveting process of pulling Floating
rivet nuts Some of the riveted walnuts on the sheet metal structure, because the entire chassis structure is complex, the error of the accumulation of the structure is too large, so that the relative defect in the position of these riveted walnuts is large, making it difficult to assemble the other parts. This is a good improvement after using a riveted floating walnut in the position of the appropriate riveted walnut.
As shown in Figure 1-45: (Note: there must be sufficient space in the rivet position) Figure 1-45 Schematic diagram of the procedure of the floating rivet press Anch Rivet orah for rivets, riveting orah, on the side distance sidro riveting orahinja, riveting rivets, riveting, riveting sheet, stisnutom leaf. When the anchor riveting or self-clinching rivet is too close to the edge, it's easy to deform this part. In the case
of a specific the distance between the centre line of the riveting fasteners and the edge of the sheet must be greater than L, see Figure 1-46. Otherwise, special clamps must be used so that the edges of the sheet are not forcibly deformed. Figure 1-46 Minimum distance between the center line and the edge of the sheet Factors that affect the quality of the rivet there are many factors that affect the quality
of the rivet. In summary, there are mainly the following: the effectiveness of the substrate, the size of the lower holes and the rivet method. 1) Properties of the substrate. When the hardness of the substrate is suitable, the quality of the rivets is good and the strength of the riveted member is good. 2) Size of the lower hole. The size of the lower hole directly affects the quality of the rivet, if the opening is
large, then the dissuature between the substrate and the rivet is large. For rivets there must not be enough deformation to fill the groove on the rivet, so that the force limitation is too little, which directly affects the resistance of the thrust riveting nut (nail). In the case of the rivet screw, the lower hole is too large and the compression force generated by the plastic deflection during the riveting process
becomes small, which directly affects the resistance of the thrust and resistance to the torsia of the screw rivet (female). Equally for the rivet, the lower hole is too large, so that the effective friction between the two pieces after the deformation of the plastic is reduced, which affects the quality of the rivet. The size of the lower hole is small, although the strength of the rivet can be increased to a certain extent,
the quality of the appearance of the rivets will preferably be poor. The rivet is large, the assembly is unpleasant and the deformation of the lower plate is easily caused, which affects the production efficiency of the metaling and the quality of the rivet. 3) Riveting method. This was introduced in the previous section. Riveting screws and nuts should pay close attention to opportunities in the application
process. Different situations and different force requirements require different types. If not used correctly, it will reduce the force of riveted screws and walnuts, causing the connection to failure. Here are some examples to illustrate the correct use of a normal situation. 1) Do not install steel or stainless steel rivets before the aluminium plate is anodised or surface-treated. 2) If there is too much riveting on the
same straight line, there is no place for exuding materials that will create great stress and bend the finish line into a curved shape. 3) Try to ensure that the surface of the plate is clad before installing riveting fasteners. 4) M5, M6, M8, M10 nuts are generally safe. Oversized nuts generally require high power. Welding can be used. Under M4 (including M4) the anchor rivets should be used. If electro-clad, a
walnut rivet with electron plating may be used. 5) Where walnut on the bent side to ensure the riveting quality of the riveted walnut should be attentive to: 1. The distance from the edge of the rivet hole on the side of the bend must be greater than the deformation area of the bent part. 2. The distance L from the centre of the riveted walnut to the inside of the bent side shall be greater than the sum outside the
cylinsi-hy radius of the riveted walnut and the inner radius of the bend. This is L&gt;D/2+r. Projection varnish Projection safe walnut (safe spot nut care) is often used in the formation of sheet metal parts. However, in many models, the size before the holes does not comply with the standard and cannot be accurately positioned. The structural type and dimensions are shown in Figure 1-47 and Figure 1-48.
The recommended values for hole diameter D0 and thickness H before welding of steel welding plates are given in Table 1-17. Slika 1-47 Tip konstrukcije za varjenje heks orehov Slika 1-48 Varjenje varjenih heks orehov in jeklenih plošč Tabela 1-17 Dimenzije zvarjenih heks orehov in debelina odprtine ustreznega Čeličnik ploče (mm) Velikost navoja (D ali D×P) M4 M5 M6 M8 M10 M10 M12 M16 ─ ─
M8×1 M10×1 M12×1. 5 M16×1. 5 ─ ─ ─ ─ (M10×1.25) (M12×1. 25) ─ e min 9.83 10.95 12.02 15.38 18.74 20.91 26.51 dy max 5.97 6.96 7.96 10.45 12.45 14.75 18.735 min 5.885 6.87 7.87 10.34 12.34 14.64 18.605 h1 max 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.9 1.15 1.4 1.8 min 0.55 0.6 0.6 0.75 0.95 1.2 1.6 h2 max 0.35 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.65 0.8 1 min 0.25 0.3 0.3 0.35 0.5 0.6 0.8 m max 3.5 4 5 6.5 8 10 13 min 3.2 3.7 4.7 6.14
7.64 9.64 12.3 D0 max 6.075 7.09 8.09 10.61 12.61 14.91 18.93 min 6 7 8 10.5 12.5 14.8 18.8 H max 3.5 4 4.5 5 5 6 min 0.75 0.9 0.9 1 1.25 1.5 2 Note : Do not use the specifications in brackets as far as possible. Hole flanging &amp; tapping Common coarse threaded boring size Thread diameter M Thickness t Inner diameter D1 Outer diameter D2 Height h Pre-punch diameter D0 Radius M2.5 0.6 2.1 2.8
1.2 1.4 0.3 0.8 2.8 1.44 1.5 0.4 1 2.9 1.8 1.2 0.5 1.2 2.9 1.92 1.3 0.6 M3 1 2.55 3.5 2 1.4 0.5 1.2 3.5 2.16 1.5 0.6 1.5 3.5 2.4 1.7 0.75 M4 1 3.35 4.46 2 2.3 0.5 1.2 4.5 2.16 2.3 0.6 1.5 4.65 2.7 1.8 0.75 2 4.56 3.2 2.4 1 M5 1.2 4.25 5.6 2.4 3 0.6 1.5 5.75 3 2.5 0.75 2 5.75 3.6 2.7 1 2.5 5.75 4 3.1 1.25 The minimum distance from the tapping to the bending edge Table 1-19 Distance between the tapping center
and the bending edge H value comparison table Thickness/thread diameter 1 1.2 1.5 2 M3 6.2 6.6 – – M4 7.7 8 – M5 – 7.6 8.4 – Comparison of rivet nuts , self-cutting walnut, rivet and flange for holes &amp; Tapping Table 1-20 Comparison of nut rivets, Self-clinching nut, pull riveting, and the tapping Connection method/feature Anchor rivet nut self-clinching rivet nut pull riveting flanging &amp; tapping
Processability it is a good good good average Sheet none metal requirements Inox riveting, easy to fall off Inox riveting is very poor, use special rivetnuts, and need spot safe Copper, aluminum soft material easy to slip Precision good good average Durability good good Copper and aluminum soft materials are poor, other material threads have 3 to 4 buckles or more Cost high average low quality good good
average 1.5 Sheet Metal Common stretch forms and design considerations The sheet metal stretch is shown in Figure 1-50. Figure 1-50 Sheet stretching design: The minimum radius of the fillet between the bottom and the wall of the stretched member must be greater than the thickness of the plate, i.e. r1&gt;t; in order to make the stretcher smoother, in general r1=(3~5)t, the maximum radius of the fillet
must be less than 8 times the thickness of the plate, i.e. r1 &lt; 8t. The minimum radiujus fillet of flanges i the wall of the tensile member should be jači from 2 times the thickness of the sheet, i.e. r2&gt;2t; To make the exercise smoother, general se r2=5t, maximum radius fillet must be less than 8 times the thickness of the sheet, i.e. r1 &lt; 8t. The diameter of the inner cavity of the circular tensile parts must
be D≥d+12t so that the pressure plate does not press when it is stretched. The minimum angular radius between adjacent walled rectangular tensile parts shall be r3 ≥ 3t. To reduce the number of stretching, r3 ≥ 1/5H as much as possible to complete the stretching. The tensile strength of the parts changes after stretching. In general, the centre of the bottom is stored at its original thickness, the material on
the lower corners is thinned, the material at the top close to the flange is concentrated and the material becomes thick at rounded corners of the rectangular tensile parts. When designing a stretched product, the drawing clearly states that external dimensions or internal and external dimensions must be used, and the internal and external dimensions cannot be marked at the same time. The thickness of the
material in the tensile member generally takes into account the rule that the upper and lower wall thickness is not the same when the process deforms (i.e. the upper thickness is thinner). When the circular tensile parts without the flange are formed simultaneously, the ratio of height H to diameter d shall be less than or equal to 0,4. Size of convex procedure The shape and size of the convex sheet is
specified in the sheet metal mould manual several series sizes. The intralink library has the appropriate form model. The design should be selected according to the size specified in the manual, and the mold of the form in the library is directly used. Figure 1-51 Convex on sheets Limit size convex resin and convex edge Table 1-21 Convex resin limits and convex margin ShemaT L B D 6,5 10 6 8,5 13 7,5
10,5 15 9 13 18 11 15 22 13 18 26 16 24 34 20 31 44 26 36 51 30 43 60 35 48 68 40 55 78 45 Local depression ia line How is shown u 1-52, 0.3-inch sheet metal production may be used as a label for a label or the like to improve the reliability of the label. Such a semi-cut concoction is a deformation much smaller than normal stretching, but there is still a certain deformity behind the plate with a large lid
and lower plate, which are not bent or have a low bending height. Alternative method: Two right-angle lines can be pierced in the marking area to improve deformation. However, the reliability of the label attachment is reduced. This method can also be used for processing such as product encoding, date of manufacture, version and even sample. Figure 1-52 Diving and pressing line Reinforcement
Compression Ribs on metal parts in the form of panels, see Figure 1-53, helps increase structural stiffness. Figure 1-53 Symmetrical rib structure When marking the corresponding dimensions of the curved part, consider processing Figure 1-54 Example of curved work marking As shown in Figure 1-54, a) After impact and bending, the accuracy of the L dimension is easy to ensure and processing is
convenient. b) and c) If the accuracy of the L dimension is high, a hole must be disainded after bending from the machine. Processing is very difficult and it is better not to use it. 1.6 Other process techniques Drilling rivets Drilling is a riveting method between the sheets used primarily for the connection of coated steel or stainless steel panels. One of the parts is puncsed, and the other part is struck and in
handcuffs, there is an inseparable connector. Advantages: The flange is matched by a flat hole, and has a positional function itself. The rivet's power is high, and the efficiency of the rivet through the mold is high. Special mode is shown in Figure 1-55: Figure 1-55 Drilling and riveting Table 1-22 Drilling dimensions for rivets Parameter Thickness T(mm) Flange height H(mm) Flange for inner dia. D(mm) No 3
3.8 4 4.8 5 6 Corresponding straight hole inner dia. d and pre-hole hole d0 d0 d0 d0 d0 d0 d0 d0 d0 1 0,5 1.2 2.4 1,5 3.2 2.4 3.4 2.6 4.2 3.. 4 2 0,8 2 2,3 0,7 3,1 1,8 3,3 2,1 2,1 2,9 4,3 3,2 3 1 2,4 3,2 1 8 4 2,7 4,2 2,9 000 5.2 4 1,2 2,7 3 1,2 3,8 2,3 4 2,5 5 3,6 5 1,5 5 3.2 2.8 1 3.6 1.7 3.8 2 4.8 3.2 Note : General principle H=T+T'+(0.3~0.4) D = D'-0.3; D-d=0,8T When the T≧0.8mm is, the wall thickness of the
flange is 0,4T. At T&lt;0.8mm, the wall thickness of the flange is usually 0.3mm. H is usually 0.46±0.12 TOX rivets In the metal plate riveting method there is also a riveting method, which is tox rivet. The principle is that the two stand together, as shown in Figure 1-56. Stamping and drawing using mold, which is mainly used to connect coated steel sheets or stainless steel sheets. It has the benefits of
energy saving, environmental protection and high efficiency. In the past, the chassis of the communications industry has been used by several rivets, but quality control of mass production Hard. The medicine has been used less and is not recommended. Figure 1-56 Toxic rivet 1.7 Uniform counterattack size Head screw size structural dimensions of the anti-fight screw are selected as shown in the
following table. If the plate is too thin, it is difficult to provide via d2 and counter-bod at the opposite head of the forgery screw at the same time, and the priority should be provided via d2. Counterhead and via for counter screws: (The selected thickness of sheet t is preferably greater than h) Table 1-23 Screw dimensions against screw d1 M2 M2.5 M3 M3 M3 M5 d2 Φ2.2 Φ2.8 Φ3.5 Φ4.5 Φ5.5 D Φ 4.0 Φ5.0
Φ6.0 Φ8,0 Φ9.5 h 1.2 1.5 1.65 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 Preferred min thickness 1.2 1.5 1.5 2 2 α 90° Uniform Size Counter-rivet size countersunk Table 1-24 Dimensions of counterattack holes for holes Countersunk Rivets d1 Φ2.5 Φ3 Φ4 Φ5 d2 Φ2.2 Φ2.7 Φ3.3 φ4.3 φ5.3 D Φ 4.0 Φ5,0 Φ5,5 Φ7,0 Φ9,0 h 1 1,1 1,2 1,6 2 α 120° Special treatment of thin sheets with head tops countersunk seal embroidery is
completed M3 countersunk viers. If the thickness of the hole is 1 mm, it is problematic by the usual method. However, they face a large number of such problems in their actual design. The rivet nut is used below and the diameter of the anti-fight is 6mm, which can effectively complete the connection as shown in the figure. This size is used in a large number of inserted fields. It is important to know that for
this type of connection it is necessary that the lower walnut anchor is riveted nuts. Self-clinching riveting nut and tapping can't complete tightening links. Figure 1-57 Connection of the head screw For standardising such dimensions d/D should be as follows: Table 1-25 Uniification of thin sheets contraptable Sheet thickness 1 1.2 1.1.5 M3 4/6 3.6/6.0 3.5/6 M4 — — 5.8/8 5.8/8
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